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Making workplaces safer with behavioural science, digital tech
By Victor Seah and Narendranath PN
A RECENT spate of fatal accidents has
thrust workplace safety and health into
the spotlight. As of Sep 1, there were 37
workplace deaths this year, more than the
30 deaths in 2020 and equal to 2021’s fullyear total. For the first half of 2022, the
construction sector accounted for the
most workplace deaths and major injuries, while overall workplace deaths doubled to 28 from the previous six months,
according to official statistics released on
Sep 16.
This increase in workplace deaths, especially in construction, has been attributed to tighter timelines, manpower
shortages, and complacency in the aftermath of Covid-19. The pressure to meet
shorter deadlines on long-delayed projects may have resulted in safety being
overlooked, longer working hours, and increased worker fatigue.
In response, the government has introduced measures to stem workplace accidents. These include the Ministry of Manpower’s new code of practice on the workplace safety and health (WSH) duties of
chief executives and boards, designed to
hold employers accountable. The code
makes it mandatory for companies to
complete a safety time-out, and includes a
revised demerit point system.
Such measures are important as they
demonstrate a commitment to safety by
both government and management – and
have proven effective. In 2019, when setting a 2028 goal of being among the countries with the safest workplaces, the WSH
Council noted how Singapore’s workplace

fatal injury rate had declined by more
than 75 per cent since the WSH Act was
enacted in 2006.
Yet as the economy reopens post-Covid, accident rates have risen again – and
this must be addressed.
Going beyond ‘carrots and sticks’
Behavioural science offers ways to shape
safety behaviour beyond the traditional
carrot-and-stick approach, using our understanding of human forecasting and decision-making.
For example, Singapore Power seeks to
reduce utilities consumption by providing graphs in utility bills that compare a
household’s usage with the neighbourhood and national averages. There is evidence that this can cause households to
reduce their utilities consumption, especially for those who are shown to consume more than their neighbours.
Behavioural science has also been applied to reduce vehicle speeds for road
traffic safety. For instance, the narrowing
of roads encourages careful driving. Gradually reducing the distance between visual cues, such as roadside poles and road
markings, also gives drivers the false perception that they are moving faster. There
is evidence, outside of Singapore, that
well-designed roundabouts can significantly reduce the frequency and severity
of traffic accidents.
In situations with narrower roads and
roundabouts, drivers are required to engage in deliberate and controlled thinking
– for instance, is that person standing on
the central divider about to cross the
road? This is what researchers call System

2 thinking, as opposed to System 1 intuitive and automatic thinking, such as: “The
traffic lights have turned green, I can
drive off now.” In the latter situation of automatically driving off, a driver may fail to
keep a proper lookout and cause an accident such as driving into a jaywalker.
The same failure to think consciously
and deliberately can explain many workplace accidents. Central to existing safety
practices focused on safety culture, such
as providing workers with written instructions on safe work procedures, is the assumption that workers think deliberately
and consciously – in this case, that they
will attentively read the instructions.
Building safer workplaces with
behavioural insights
When workers are attentive and conscious, they are likely to also act safely. In
fact, one approach to achieving workplace safety is to induce a perpetual state
of active, conscious wariness towards
risk.
In contrast, when workers engage in
unconscious and automatic thinking,
they are at heightened risk of accidents.
Furthermore, the more practised and experienced the worker is, the greater the
tendency for automatic thinking and
complacency. Intervening to disrupt automatic thinking in high-risk situations – using well-designed reminders, for instance
– can thus help to prevent workplace accidents.
However, even when workers consciously pay attention to safety reminders, they may still judge that they are at
low risk of a workplace accident, thinking:

“This won’t happen to me.” This optimism
bias, or the tendency to downplay the risk
of negative events happening to us, can
lead to complacency and reduce the effectiveness of safety messages.
Here too, behavioural science offers
useful insights. There is evidence that optimism bias can be reduced by shrinking
the perceived difference between the “target” in the message – say, the victim of a
workplace accident – and the message “recipient”, or the worker viewing the message.
Safety messages might thus be made
more effective through personalisation:
presenting a target that the message recipient is likely to see as similar, whether
in age, gender, race, body size, or so on.
Clearly, such personalisation is only
feasible at scale with technology. Singapore’s WSH 2028 vision has three core
strategies: strengthening WSH ownership,
enhancing a focus on workplace health,
and promoting technology-enabled WSH.
In line with that third strategy, digital
transformation company Temus is developing “safety wearables”: on-body devices
that obtain data from sensors and give operators a remote view of their workers in
action.
Safety wearables can identify when a
worker is in high-risk situations, such as
being in front of a heavy vehicle that is in
operation. A just-in-time safety reminder
can then be delivered, prompting both the
worker and heavy vehicle driver to think
deliberately and consciously, thereby
avoiding accidents.
Digital technology can also make
reminders more effective by making them

engaging. Safety messages can work only
if the recipient reads them. Digitally delivered messages can be made visually varied to avoid the danger of “sensory adaptation” – the tendency to ignore a recurring message or sensation – and gamified
to continually engage the worker.
The WSH 2028 vision recognises the
need for systems that “empower workers
to stop work in unsafe conditions”. Cloudconnected safety wearables can do so by
allowing for the easy and anonymous reporting of near-misses and unsafe conditions.
One way to create a culture of wariness
is to encourage workers to act even on
ambiguous or “weak” safety indicators.
For example, workers who notice a clanking in their machine, or a slight tilt in a
crane-lifted load, should be encouraged
to report such incidents. Safety wearables
can thus include a camera and a streamlined process for reporting unsafe conditions. The digital medium can also facilitate a sense of anonymity, especially if reports are sent to recipients other than the
worker’s immediate supervisor.
On their own, behavioural insights can
inform workplace safety and health practices. Combined with digital technologies
such as cloud-enabled safety wearables,
such insights have the potential to disrupt workplace dangers and literally save
lives.
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The era of low interest rates
may not be over
The fundamental reasons that interest rates were so low three years ago have not changed; if anything, they have gotten stronger. BY PAUL KRUGMAN
FROM a financial point of view, 2022 has, above
all, been the year of rising interest rates. True, the
United States Federal Reserve didn’t begin raising
the short-term interest rates it controls until
March, and its counterparts abroad acted even later. But long-term interest rates, which are what
matter most for the real economy, have been rising since the beginning of the year in anticipation
of central bank moves.
These rising rates correspond, by definition, to
a fall in bond prices. But they have also helped
drive down the prices of many other assets, from
stocks to cryptocurrencies to – according to early
indications – housing.
So what will the Fed do next? How high will
rates go? Well, there’s a whole industry of financial analysts dedicated to answering those questions, and I don’t think I have anything useful to
add. What I want to talk about instead is what is
likely to happen to interest rates in the longer run.
Many commentators have asserted that the era
of low interest rates is over. They insist that we’re
never going back to the historically low rates that
prevailed in late 2019 and early 2020, just before
the pandemic – rates that were actually negative
in many countries.
But I don’t see that happening. There were fundamental reasons that interest rates were so low
three years ago. Those fundamentals haven’t
changed; if anything, they’ve gotten stronger. So
it’s hard to understand why, once the dust from
the fight against inflation has settled, we won’t go
back to a very-low-rate world.
Some background: The low interest rates that
prevailed just before the pandemic were the end
point of a three-decade downward trend.
What do we think caused that trend? Some
commentators say that it was artificial, that the
Fed kept pushing rates down by printing money.
But basic macroeconomics says that this
shouldn’t be possible: If you keep rates artificially
low for an extended period, the result should be
high inflation. And until the price surge of 2021 to
2022, inflation stayed subdued year after year.
A useful concept here, going back more than a
century to the work of Swedish economist Knut
Wicksell, is that of the so-called natural rate of interest. Wicksell defined the natural rate either as
the interest rate that matched saving with investment or as the rate consistent with overall price
stability. These definitions are actually consistent
with each other: An interest rate that is too low,
such that investment spending exceeds the supply of savings, will cause inflationary overheating
of the economy.
And the fact that we didn’t see inflationary
overheating over the course of a 30-year trend of
falling interest rates suggests that the decline
wasn’t artificial – that the natural rate must have
been falling over that period.
Why might the natural rate have declined? The
most likely culprit is a decline in investment demand, driven by a combination of demographic
and technological stagnation.
The key insight is that investment spending is
driven in large part by growth – growth in the
number of workers and in technological progress.
A growing labour force needs more office space,
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more houses, and so on; a stagnant workforce only needs to replace structures and equipment as
they wear out. Technological progress can also
contribute to investment by making it worthwhile
to replace outmoded capital goods, and also by
making people richer so they can demand more
living space, and so on; if technological progress
slows down, investment spending tends to fall.
Since the 1990s, both of these drivers of investment lost a lot of their momentum.
Once the last of the baby boomers reached
their mid-20s, the number of Americans in their

The fact that there was no
inflationary overheating over
the course of a 30-year trend of
falling interest rates suggests
that the decline wasn’t
artificial – that the natural rate
must have been falling over
that period.

prime working years, which had risen rapidly for
decades, flattened out.
This demographic downturn was even stronger in other wealthy countries. The working-age
population in Europe has been declining since
2010, and it has fallen in Japan at a fairly rapid
clip.
Technological change is harder to pin down,
but it’s difficult to escape the sense that major innovations are becoming increasingly rare. When
was the last time you were excited about the latest
iPhone? (Okay, some of us never were, but still.)
And for what it’s worth, estimates of total factor
productivity, a measure meant to capture the
economy’s overall technological level, have
grown slowly since the mid-2000s.
So is there any reason to expect either demography or technology to be more favourable for investment in, say, 2024 than they were in 2019? I
don’t see it.
It’s true that there has been a lot of recent technological progress in green energy, and it’s possible that an energy transition, helped by US President Joe Biden’s climate policies, will contribute
to investment in the years ahead. But that aside,
the same factors that kept interest rates low

before the pandemic still seem to be in place.
What about inflation? Another old principle in
thinking about interest rates is the Fisher effect,
which implies that an increase in expected inflation should normally lead to an equal rise in interest rates. And inflation has spiked in the past
year and a half.
That spike is, however, probably temporary.
There’s a huge amount to say about inflation, but
the 30,000-foot view goes like this: During the
pandemic slump, governments gave households
huge amounts of aid to maintain their incomes in
the face of economic lockdowns. This meant that
consumer purchasing power remained high despite a temporary reduction in productive capacity, causing a surge in prices – and leading central
banks to hike rates to bring inflation back down.
But there doesn’t seem to be much question
about whether they will, in fact, control inflation.
Certainly, financial markets expect inflation to revert to pre-pandemic norms.
In summary, then, low interest rates weren’t artificial; they were natural. And it’s hard to see anything that will cause the natural rate to rise once
the current inflation spike is over. So the era of low
interest rates probably isn’t over after all. NYTIMES

